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M-267 MCGINTY TRUST FUND PUBLICATIONS, 1978-1984 
 
SCOPE AND CONTENT 
 Manuscripts and galley proofs of several books published by the McGinty Trust 
Fund Publications of Louisiana Tech University's History Department, including books 
written by Wiley Hilburn, Carl Brasseaux, Ernest Russ Williams, Hubert Davis 
Humphreys, Gary Mills, and William A. Poe and edited by Billy Gilley.  3 boxes. 
 
BOX FOLDER DESCRIPTION 
001 001  "National Endowment for the Humanities," Division of research  
    grants, guidelines for publications, October 1978. 
 
  002-007 Original manuscript for Fragments:  Wiley W. Hilburn, Jr's. North  
    Louisiana, (Ruston.Louisiana:  McGinty Trust Fund   
    Publications, 1987), edited by Billy H. Gilley, first draft. 
 
 008-012 Fragments, second draft. 
 
 013-014 Fragments, third draft. 
 
 
002 015-016 Fragments, third draft, cont. 
 
 017  Fragments, galley proof. 
 
 018-020 Original manuscript for Brasseaux, Carl A., Denis-Foucault and the  
    New Orleans Rebellion of 1768, (Ruston, Louisiana:    
    McGinty Trust Fund Publications, 1987), Billy H. Gilley,  
    editor, first draft. 
 
 021-023 The New Orleans Rebellion of 1768, second draft. 
003 024  The New Orleans Rebellion of 1768, galley proof. 
 
 025-031  Original manuscript, "Poste d'Ouachita:  History of a Spanish  
    Frontier Post, 1782-1822, by Ernest Russ Williams Jr.:  
    extract published as “Jean Baptiste Filiol and the Founding  
    of Poste du Ouachita” in North Louisiana, volume 1 to 1865   
    Essays on the Region and its History, (Ruston, Louisiana:   
    McGinty Trust Fund Publications, 1984), Billy H. Gilley,  
    editor. 
 032  Galley proof, "Henry Miller Shreve and the 'Great Raft' of the Red  
    River," by Hubert Davis Humphreys, published in North  
    Louisiana, volume 1 to 1865. 
 
 033  Original manuscript, "Liberte, Fraternite, and Everything but Egalite:  
    Cane River's  Citoyens de Couleur," by Gary Mills,   
    published in North Louisiana, volume 1 to 1865. 
 
 034  Original manuscript, “Religion and Education inNorth Louisiana,  
    1800-1865”, by William A. Poe, published in North Louisiana, 
    volume 1 to 1865. 
 
 035  Brochure and order form for McGinty Trust Fund Publications.  
 
 036  The Louisiana Governors Project, prospectus, notes to contributors  
    and sample essays. 
 
 037  Two brochures advertising Huey at 100:  Centennial 
